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The Kit
Tamiya’s Ford 1/4 Ton 4x4 GPA kit has been around for quite some time as
my sample kit had the date 1974 still stamped into the lower hull only now it is
officially licensed by Ford. A few years ago, Tamiya tweaked the molds a bit,
put it in a new box with new decals, instructions and figures and re-released
the kit as a Soviet vehicle. With this release, Tamiya basically did the same
thing only in this case it is a U.S. vehicle. The kit is comprised 80 plastic
parts on 4 sprues, a P.E. fret and decals to make the basic vehicle. Also in
the kit are 2 more sprues with parts for the figures and their equipment. The
Instructions round out the rest of the box’s contents.

The Kit

Painting

History
The Ford 1/4 Ton 4x4 Government, 80” wheel base, Amphibious (GPA) truck
was an attempt by Ford Motor Company to build an amphibious vehicle
based on the popular Jeep already in service with various branches of the
U.S. Military. Designed to ferry troops from ship to shore or across rivers when
bridges were not available, the SEEP (Seagoing Jeep) proved to be too heavy
however and had a tendency to sink when travelling in anything but calm
waters. It’s excessive weight also caused it to get stuck in shallow streams
and rivers where as the Jeep had no problems crossing. With this Achilles
heel, the vehicle proved to be unpopular with the U.S. troops and therefore
most vehicles were given to the U.S.S.R. who actually found the vehicle very
useful and had a fondness for the SEEP. After the war the Soviets continued to
manufacture a version of the SEEP based on their own GAZ 69. The Ford GPA
also saw service with several other Allies such as the British and Canadians.

Older kit used in this SBS build.

Weathering

Final Model

Roy Schlicht

The newer kit includes:
Photo-etch parts
Decals

Features an opening engine hood.

Interior and driving compartment details
Newly-designed engine parts

New photo-etched parts recreate engine grille and more
Accessories included

1 driver and 2 infantry passenger figures included
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The completed GPA Kit.

The Kit

Painting

Weathering

Final Model

I built the kit with no modifications. Masking tape is applied to the clear windshield to protect it during the painting process.
The clear head lamps are left off at this stage.
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The completed model is given a primer coat to
cover and give the model a good base to start the
paint process.
This primer coat makes painting the steps much
easier because you get a smooth coat of color to
allow you to see all the areas that will be needed
to be painted in the steps used to shade and high
light the model.

The Kit

Painting

Weathering
Some supplies and
gear supplied in the kit
is also primed. It is
glued as a unit to fit in
the back of the GPA.

Supplies and gear
are painted as a
unit. Here you see
in progress painting
using acrylic paints.

Final Model

The first step in the painting process is the
base coat. This is the base color.AK134
OLIVE DRAB BASE is used. What you are
trying to achieve is to make sure any areas
that your light source hits is painted. Most
all ares have been painted.
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Next step in the painting process is the base
coat high lights.This is the main color. AK134
OLIVE DRAB BASE mixed with some AK136
OLIVE DRAB HIGH LIGHTS to created the
high light shade color. Paint all the open high
spots, centers of any panels and the tops of
objects that stand off the GPA.
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The Kit

Painting

Weathering
The model is now given a AK777 GLOSSY
VARNISH coat only in the areas that the decals will
be applied. Micro Sol was used to flatten the decals
down. I used the decals from an old Tamiya decal
sheet.

Final Model

When dry, spray the tank with AK775 MATTE
VARNISH allow to dry for about 2 days. A flat finish
is very important to my Step-by-Step finishing.
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The instrument panel and the rest of the interior
was painted per the kit instructions. If you can
see it you can paint it!
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Final Model

Next the tires are given a thin wash of AK711
CHIPPING COLOR paint thinned with acrylic
thinner. The wash works well because stark black
rubber is not realistic. Let wash flow all around the
road wheels in the same manner.
If your first pass with the wash is to light add
another when dry,
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Next step is the wash. AK045 DARK WASH
FOR GREEN VEHICLES. Washes are very
different from streaking effects. They are much
more diluted and bring out the details on our
model. It is nice to use not haveing to make
your own wash. Just shake well before use
and you can apply it directly to your model to
create contrast and depth in the details. This is
an enamel product and can be thinned using
AK049 ODORLESS THINNER.
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The Kit

Painting

Weathering

I do not want the wash to coat the entire
model, it is controlled just were I want it. This is
sometimes called a pin wash, apply to all of the
surface details to create false shadows around
each one, and any excess wash is blended into
the surrounding surface before drying. I streak
it down the sides like it would naturally in some
areas, but care should be taken not to overdo
this...be subtle.

Final Model

Note the stains left on the seats from the wash.

Once the top body of the GPA wash has dried
it is turned on its side and the sides and road
wheels are given a wash. Leave the GPA on its
side until the wash dries then do the other side.
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The Kit

Painting

I used my airbrush and mixed AK023 DARK MUD EFFECT with
AK049 ODORLESS THINNER. 10/1 mixture is used for this. Set your
airbrush at a high pressure with a medium spray and make passes
over the lower part of the model. The more passes you make the
more it will weather the GPA. Take care to not add to much in one
application. Test on card stock first. It was applied directly on the
wheels and the vehicle lower sides only.

Weathering

Final Model

AK017 Earth Effects was used to make
natural earth type effects. Just apply
the GPA’s vehicle tires and other areas
like the floor interior to achieve realistic
earth effects. It was thinned with AK049
ODORLESS THINNER. This gives the tires
a contrast from the Mud effects.
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The Kit

Painting

Weathering

AK042 EUROPEAN EARTH pigment was dusted
on the glass parts of the wind shield with a dry
soft brush. Don’t add to much and let some clear
glass show.
I also dusted the interior and some areas on the
top deck of the GPA.

Final Model

A pencil is used on the metal areas.
Painted flat black and highlighted with pencil
lead. Just highlight the edges of the tools but
not the entire metal area.
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